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THE OPERATION AND DESLGN O F  SPAlZKIXO YLUGS. 
BY H. WARREN. 
WHIG study of the dovclopment of the intornal coinbustion uiigiile, 
from iLq embryonic stagas to itrs prwciit st,ato, ia 'fminsting in the 
extreme, not only on m o u n t  of the far-raachiiqg commercia.1 signi- 
ficance of the ciigineeriilg achievoiiwnnts which ham rendord pro- 
gress possible, but also because each step forwad, involviug high 
temperatures, pressures and speeds, 1im baeii an advance achiovd 
only by maintaining ostraordinaiy meolianical perfcctioil of design 
and unmiifactiiw, cvon in t.hc fwe of soine tl.reorc!tioal itnpoasi- 
bilitiev. 
Phe act.na.1 igiiitioii of the e x p h i w  charge in the ciigi~ic ylinder 
is one of the preiloiiiinant essentials, and it is this pa,rticidar phase 
of thc sitl),jecht with diioli tho author proposed to c lad,  confining 
his 'reiiiiirlrs to i 110 physical conditions under which igiii tiou is 
effected, aid  tlic opcx~atioii and design o f  spa.rlciiig plugs. 
Althougli ;I coiisidorabb aniouiit of iiiformstion couceruing the 
working of plugs iiiny bo found in vurims ai:t.iclcs which 'have 
tippearod in t.ho t.cch&x.l prwa, so far ~ h 9  tlic ~ t t h o r  is uwa.i*c, no 
paper  XIS been writton oo-rehtiug the physical, cilectricui and 
dicniicul apccts of operation aud d.esign, and cloaling specifically, 
n4t.h $he snbjcot of sparking plugs. It is this fact which Im 
encoimgerl him to ivriti? t.he present paper, and which is off0red 
in excusc for a mrtaiti amount of detail that Im been introduaed 
in order to render the imper complete: rather t,han on <account of 
its originality. 
Tho statcinelit that the plug is the we.dwst yoiiit iii t.hc i n t e n d  
combustion ongine has ofton appeared in print, and though there 
am, undoubtedly, pounds for this assertion, credit must be given 
to the manufacturers for very rapid progress in dwign made duning 
th,e last fern gcars. 
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In the very early days of the industry flame ignition waa used, 
but this was only effective for igniting up to four or five chargea per 
second, and the inoandesoent tubes of porcalrtin, iron, nickel and 
incandement platinum wire also found their adherents. ‘The cata- 
lytic aotion of spongy platinum wm Ltsr applied, but all these 
devioes have been p r a c t i d y  abandoned in favour of the electrical 
ignition proposed in 1799 by Lebon. 
It is of interest to note that the first plug iappeam to have been 
produced by Lenoir in 1855. Low bikion rnedxmioal plugs were 
devised, pnd special mention ahodd be made in passing of 
the Bosch “ Honolcl ” nmgnetio plug, whioh waa used in conjunction 
with low-speed single cylinder stationary gas enginm. In this in- 
teresting plug the low tension magneto ignition current was led 
&rough the mila of an electro magnet enclosed in the body of the 
plug, which rocked the insulated elmtrode and sepiarated it from 
&e eaxthed electrode, thus drawing out m arc between the con- 
tacts. As soon as the am died out a spring returned the insulated 
electrode to its original position in contaot with the earthed elec- 
toode. AB a mutter of intereut a diagrammatic reprewntation of 
this plug is given in Fig. 1. 
Low fen&n ignition, bo fm as itutoniobile and airorraft engines 
are concerned, hau now been entimly superseded by high tension 
ignition, and the high tension plug, as used in car and aeroplane 
engines, will be dealt with in detail in this paper. 
The sparking plug, although the smallest unit of the engine, 
performs an indispensable function while opemting under the most 
adverse conditions: its design and manufacture call for the com- 
bined skill of the automobile and the electrid engineer, and aJso 
that of the chemist in the matter of insulators. 
The snbjwt will he divided under the following eight general 
1. @‘he Ignition of the Charge. 
2 .  Operating Conditions. 
3.. @‘he Ideal Plug. 
4. @‘he Eleotrodss. 
5 .  Insulators. 
6. The Problem of Gas Tightn-eess. 
7 Specid Plugs. 
8. P~ohlcins still Requiring Attention. 
headings : -- 
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(1) !hIE IGNITION OF 'PHR CHARGE. 
(a) The Process of Ignitiolz.--The problem of elucidating the 
actual prows of ignition of the explosivc mixture in the com- 
bustion chamber, is a subject which a& for the utmost ingenuity 
of the ohemist and the physicist. The fuel  posseshses potential 
energy, which, by its combustion under favourable conditions, is 
converted into work: the designers and ni:mnfacturers of ignition 
CON T *ACT- 
-- 
apparatw, equally 89 mwh as the cnglllc builders, are conmrned 
in effucting this transformation in the most efficient manner. 
Satisfactory ignition depends upon good owburation, a reliable 
souxc of high tension current, and suitable plugs. It is also 
amisted by the turbulence of the charge in the cylinder, BS the 
actual combustion proceeds nahher slowly in the initid stage, but 
the rate iucreases very rapidly as the igniting surface onltarges. It 
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seems that there can be 110 definite ignition temperaturn except 
under very exactly defined conditions, and in tihis oonneotion it is 
interesting to recall Professor Morgan's roferonce to the manifestly 
low temperature of a niaiiuie heap, which may, nevertheless, lw in 
u state of combustion 
Whether the initial ignition by the spmk is of ionic or theriiid 
origin is a matter upoii nlticli authorities differ, but the author 
suggests that the action is geiierally a winbination of both of these 
elfwta, together with tlic inechanically diwuptive mti~ii, always 
awxiatetl wit.li the 1) It seems that 
immediately before the spa& o~ours, tho ionization of tlie gad 
bet \vcen the plug points must be pre-suppoeed; this renders the 
pa..ssage of t h e  spark possible, and iii its CW'DBP to the earthed 
electroclc it clissipntw heat and buffets the nieedium, thus bringing 
its temperature to the ignition point. 
\I'hatever may be tlie ti.rie rxplanatioii of the inception of the 
ignition, it is cloar that tlic 5l)arli is the starting point of a warn 
of compression, antl ilic plug tlesigiier is responsible for the intro- 
duction of tliii 5p:wL in to  the coinl)u,tion chaiiiber, in such a WAY 
that the coinprcwioii ol' tlic engine is unaffeotd, and that the 
maximum advaiitcige is talmi of the incendiary characteristic? of 
tlic spark 50 carefully nurturetl by tlie magneto makers. 
(b)  Igiaitiojz by ('omleri ie i  Dischnrge.-With tlic above uut- 
liiiccl coitditioiis iii iniiicl it 1 3  easy l o  see why the well-known Lodge 
system of ignition 5houltl  1 iclltl  guocl ie<ultb, ptwticularly with waak 
mi xturcs . 
tciii is coiistituted of a souroe of high ten- 
sion currenl which charge5 up :I condenser till it overflows with a 
violent instaiitaiieoas i i d i ,  the coiinrctioiis being so arrangecl that 
the lclischaigc occur\ bet\\ een the plug points Whe detail, o f  
tlic system clic tliagrttlninatically represented in Fig. 2 .  The plug 
iniirlatioii sustains iio cloctricd strain until the moment that tlie 
condenser 01 erfloms, anrl ilien tlic rutlclcn rush of the discharge bas 
a tendency to dislodge ally loul iii,i,ttci which may be clogging 
the plug poiiits Fui+h high frequeiicy current such as that 
pioducd by tlic Lodge in would iiot follow a slight lenh~ge 
path betweeii the plug clectiotlc, but T\ o d d  leap the air gap with 
an instantancous rush. 
The duration of the spni!~, that is, the initial spark-because 
there are o,eillationi which folluFv-is extremely short, a1id it will 
be nnderstoorl that  this iy a thiinlsle feature, because with n given 
e of an eleotric spark. 
131,iefly, tho Lodge 
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energj output the highest temperciturc nil1 be produced by the 
spark which dissipatos its heat in the shortest time, and a rapid 
local tcmperatttixre rirr nieans a coriwpondingly sudden local com- 
pression, favouring n iiiore certain and rapid flame propagation. 
zl imdiei* high freqiicncy system I\ liicli has fo~ind a certain limitccl 
al)plication iu America is known a- the Hi-E’re-Co System. 
Considerations of space prevent inore thaii a reference to the 
‘ llorseless Age,” dated Februaqv the IOtli, 1915, for debails of 
t h i s  fjyystem. 
The texcedingly short duration of t h o  Lodge spark, and tlie 
cc wrespondingly rapid vjelocity of the explosive wave, have also 
LODOI~ SYBTEM OF IONITION. 
-*x?ac wni Tuad~WoO:, CASE 
m n a  m AT 001(0TA?47 
IU* i  OCCURS 
WXTCNTIhL LlicepT WI:%I( RLOOTH 
Jare are charged up from ooil until they overflow and empty with B 
rush acrom “ X ” round the plug circuit. 
FIG. 2 .  
another Irtdvaiittqe in that they favour great precision o i  timing, 
which naturally leads to the mention of the jump-spark distri- 
butors which are now fitted in large numbers to the engines of 
nitcraft Yhe resultant iiisulation of the secondary winding of the 
magneto from the insulated plug electrodes, until the moment of 
the passage of the spark, like the 1,odgo ignition, relieves the plug 
iiiiulation of any strain up to the last moment, and the disruptiva 
nature ~f the sudden spark hay o)ther pointy [Jf advanlsge in 
common with the Lodge spark. 
The advantage to be gained by using a spark of short duration 
is illustrated by the fact that a Polar Indwior  Magneto, substi- 
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tuted for one of the usual type 011 a 200 1i.p. engine resulted in  rn 
incrme of speed of 30 to 50 ren. per minute. It is well known 
that Po1-m Inductor Magnetos yield sparks of short duration and 
that their high tensioii current curves present steep wave front&. 
( c )  Two-point and Double Ignition.-The speed of propagation 
of the explosive wave depends, of course, very largely upon the 
composition of tlic charge, the compression, the temperature, and 
the cooling surface, bnt apart from this, it is quite obvious that if 
we havc two favoumblp disposed starting points for the compres- 
sion wave, the entire charge will be fired in a shorter time than 
would be the cme with a single starting point. Indeed, it is 
claimed that under cerkain favourable conditions the time of rise 
of pressure is rduoed by about one-third. rllheoretically the 
maximum power would be developed i f  the charge could be in- 
stantaneously fired with tho crank in the " dead centre " position, 
and it is with high y e w 1  ~miiig engines and modern aircraft 
engines that the lag in the explosion is of most importance 
Looking at  thc matter from another view point, it will be seen 
that if the charge is fired in the minimum possible time the explo- 
sive pressure is a maxiinum, as the piston has not moved appreci- 
ably from the "dead centre" position and the volume of the 
combustion &amber is miuimum. Phis means high effioiency 
and fuel economy. 
An unhomogeneous niixluie iuay bc imagined as introducing a 
kind of stagger into the motion of the explosive wave which mtu-  
rally propagates most readily in the zones of most perfect mixture, 
and this is another source of loss of power which two-point ignition 
most probably does its share to minimise. Two-stroke engines 
are particularly liable to be working with imperfectly mixed gases, 
vitiated by the presence of iesidual exhaust gas. 
To illustrate the familiar effoct of two-point ignition, referenw 
may be made to conclusive manograph records published by Dr. 
W. Watson as early as 1910 as a Cantor Lecture before the Royal 
Society of Arts, and two curves 0re shown in F i g .  3, which depict 
in a general way the advantage to be expected when using this 
ignition in favourable circumstanoes. It will be seen that net only 
is the maximum power obtainable with the two plugs opwating 
greater than is the case with one, but also this maximum power 
is obtained with a smaller amount of spark advance. This latter 
feature is of particular interest if fixed ignition is used. 95 by 
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suitable switches, arranged to use one or two-point firing at will, 
the effect of a two stage advance and retard is produced. 
As a further illustration, a 500 cu. cm. single cylinder air- 
cooled engine, ooupled to an electrical generator and running under 
GhJRVrPs INDIOATINB IN A aENEBAL XANNXI& THE EPrECT OF TWO-POfirrt. 
IRNITION. 
three-quarter load, was fitted with two plugs, one over the id& 
valw and the other over the exhaust valve, and rnn at an over-load. 
An arrangement was provided (shown in Fig. 4) for firing fmin 
either one or both of the plugs, and the speed increased from 1,600 
revs. per minute to 1,640 on simply changing from one to two- 
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point ignition without in any way altering the other conditions. 
This may be regarded as quite a good performance, h u s e  the 
wcond plug over the exhaust valve must, by virtue of its loaation, 
Iinxe been considerably less effective than the other. 
aciuplane cngincs fitted nith tli o- 
puint ignition, it is usually found that switching on thc second set 
of plugs increase the revolutions about five per cenb. 
Apart froiii the question of increased po~ver, two-point ignition 
ensures greater reliability, for, should one plug become sooted and 
short circuit, the spark will leap the gap between the electrodes of 
the other, and thus ignition will not fail.  Multipoint ignition has 
i t \  extreme devotees, for aa many a8 four plugs per cylinder have 
l m n  used in racing engines. 
There is no doubt that many of the failures to detect the advan- 
tapes of two-point ignition have been due to the second plug rmt 
In tssting certain 200 11.1) 
WIRING ARRANGEMENT IN TWO-POINP IGRITION TEBT. 
being placed in the most effective position in the cylinder, and when 
the plugs are not connected in series, a very slight divergence 
from synohronism might possibly be expected to iwsult from the 
gaps of the two plugs not 'being of exactly the same mqpitudle. 
The effects of two-point ignition would not be so marked in 
c-ngines of very high compression, because of the high temperature 
to which the gases are raised, and the consequent approach to the 
Diesel conditions, which oall for no applied ignition at all. In 
the Diesel cylinder the ignition must be imagined to omur sponta- 
i i ~ , i u l y ,  the combustion starting at all points pradically simul- 
taneously. 
Dr. Watson calls attention to another interesting effect of the 
plug being unfavourably situated. It is sometimes observed, when 
the combustion chamber is so formed as to favour resonanoe, that 
the spark causes a detonating wave, which p r a d u w  the un- 
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pleasantly fainiliar ‘ pinking ” which sounds like hammer blows 
on the cyliricler ~vall5 This curious defect may usually be elimi- 
nated by altering the position of the plug 
two &parks per explosion, 
an actilc. s p i k  occurring 111 tlir firing cylinder and an inactive 
onc in niiotliei linrler, tlic) p is tu l i  (JF which is i i ~ a r  the cnrl of the 
exhaust \trolw3 and whicli contains, therefore. inert ~ L L S  This 
system, wllicli involvei the use of a special niagneto, is 
diagrammatically illuxtratecl in F ig .  5 ,  .shere it nil1 be spell that 
the two ends of the secondary are connccted rcsl)wtiv,~l,j 1 0  1\10 
segmenls insulated from the shaEt and located as ihown T w o  
sparks p c ~  revolution are produmd, and a study of the connections 
mill show how two plugs are always operated in series. the con- 
nection being through the framc The effect is thc same as single 
Aiiothcr syqteni of ignition util 
I 
SPECIAL TWO-SPARK Maes E I o A RRAKGEMI~ NT. 
Frtr. 5 .  
ignition, and the scheme is only adopted l o  clleapeli thc construction 
of the niagiicto. 
Tliere is yct another kind of doublc or dual ignition in which a 
plng carrying two sepal-ate pairs of electrodw is utilised. This 
enables two systems of ignition to be applied to nn enginle to 
which only one plug per cylinder can be fitted A plug designed 
for this purpose is shown in Fig. 6 .  
(2) OPERATING CONDITIONS. 
The very rapid advances made reoently in the development of 
high-speed and high-powered engines of the stationary and rotary 
type have given birth to plug conditions which call for quite 
special designs, and have raked entirely new problems for ignition 
engineers to solve. 
WARREN. I, L 
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The fundumeiital parts of a plug are three in number:- 
(a) The threaded metal s h l l  or body. 
(b) The insulator or barrier. 
(c) The insulated electrode. 
Where are no very special pointv of interest connected with the 
plug body, except the cylinder reach and the standardization of 
threads. 
Only experienced drivers realise the effects of unsuitable plugs 
upon the power and flexibility of engines, and the fact that different 
engines require various designs of plugs is illustrated by the know- 
ledge that some of the leading British plug manufacturers market 
a score or more of plugs of different patterns, eaah being intended 
to meet the special conditions of particular engines. 
T o  take a few examples:- 
1. Heavy oil engines require plug electrodes and insulators 
adapted to the ready dripping off of oily deposits, and at  the same 
time the electrode and insulatorr must be self-cleaning, but must 
not reach a 5uEciently high temperature to cause pre-ignition of 
the chayge. 
2. American car engines which generally operate at compara- 
tively low pressures and temperatuxs, present, therefore, not alto- 
p t h e r  unfavou7al)le plug cmditions in this respect: they are, 
however. rather oily, and ddictotl to carbon deposits, and sppcial 
long insulator petticoats are therefore advisable. 
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9. Air-cooled motor-cycle engines give rise to rather high tom- 
peratwe work, and the too commati alternate ‘‘ over-oiling ” and 
“ starring ” of the engines, as a result of the hand-fed lubrication, 
necessitates a plug which will persistently resist carbonisiq and 
slim t circuiting. -4ir-cooled enginos always demiand carefully 
selpctsd plugs, they are more sensitive in this respect than water- 
coo1d engines. The front cylinders of motor-cycle tvk-cylinder 
engines are often fairly innooent of exwss lubrication, whereas 
the rear cylinders are sometimes the reverse, and accordingly the 
front plug is over-heated and the rear one is deluged in oil. 
4. Two-stroke engines, in which ignitions occur with twice the 
usual rapidity. introduce very severe temperature conditions, and 
render advisable the fitting of radiating fins to the plugs. 
5 .  AeropLano engines require plugs, the reliability of which 
is of most vital importance, and servioe conditions are extremely 
severe, its aircraft engines run for very long periods on open 
throttle. I n  addition, rotary engine plugs are subjeclted to un- 
usual stresses due to centrifugal force. 
6 .  Aircraft and motor-cycle engines require plugs which are 
substantially weather-proof, so that the ovik of external ‘ I  cutting 
out”  may be avoided. 
7 .  Stationary gas engines are usually fitted with very large 
plugs, and this enablw greater mechanical and electrical re- 
liability to be attained. It is to be regretted that present standard 
engine design and universally accepted plug dimensions impose 
such restrictions on th5 size of tho insulated electrodes and the 
insulsbrs. Undoubtedly a more s&.sfactory wticle could be pro- 
duced if these diniensional limitations were removed. 
Fhe author has no intention of intimating that plugs of present, 
dimensions are unreliable, as it is very well ltnvmn that several 
British makers produce many thousands of plug5 annually of 
superlative quality, but the view is held that additional permissible 
mounting spwe could not fail to enable greater factors of 
mechanical and electrical safety to be provided. A recent patent 
covers the combination (Jf the plug with the valve cap (Fig. 7 ) ,  and 
this provides greater plug space, without altering the structural 
details of the engine. 
In the author’s opinion the more general fitting of air-cooled 
~ a l ~ e  caps is to be enoouragd, aa this is another feature tending to 
reduce the severity of operating oonditions. 
I. I. 2 
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(3) FHE l n ~ a ~  PLUG. 
Sufficient has beeii written to indicate that no single plug design, 
however perfect, could meet the requirements oE all eiigines and 
find favoin. with all users, and acoordingly the author's draft of the 
req[iirenieiits for an ideal plug must be sufficiently general to 
embrace the conditions appertaining to engines for cycles, cars, 
motor-boats, aircraft, etc. Broadly speaking, a perfect plug must 
possess the following fundninentai properties:- 
( a )  Freedom froin short circuit. 
(b) Resistarice to electrical leakage and puiicture. 
(c, Gas tiglitnms. 
Fro. 7. 
(d) Immunity from pre-ignition and possession of unoxidisable 
(0) Durability. 
( f )  Suitable " reach " md length of barrel. 
(g) Resistance to rust or corrosion. 
These pimperties, which are by no means arranged in the order 
of their importance, will be very briefly discussed. 
(a) Freedom from Short Circui t .4h is  is atbained by keeping 
the electirodes the correct distanae apart and by proportioning the 
electides and insulator so th\at they reach a temperature just 
high enough to burn off the deposit due to too rich a mixture OE 
exoess of oil, but not high enough to clause pre-ignition. 
It is interesting to record that one plug hm been dvcrrised with 
electrodes suited to  particular engine requirements 
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an arraligement for pushing down and twisting round the ccntral 
electrode in order to s c r a p  off foul accumulatioils. 
(b) Resistance to Electrical TAeakage and L'uneture.-This pro- 
perty is acquired by using oiily the finest inabrirtls for insulators, 
and designing them so that the barrier is of sufficient thickness to 
ensure :111 ample safety factor and in order that ,the leakage or  
creeping surface may be [as long as possible. 
(c) Gas Tightness --Plugs, particubrly those used on modern 
high efficiency engines, should be capable of withstanding high 
pressures at various temperiatures Gahs leakage is attended not 
o n l ~  by sooting and loss of efficiency, but by excessive heating, 
which inay eventually Ciause the fusing of tho electrodes and 
destruction of the iiisulator. 
It is indeed a very difficult iiiatter to iiiake a plug perfeotly 
gas-tight under the varyiiig conditions of tempemture and pres- 
sure, as, not only has the structure to bear the wivere meohmical) 
buffeting, but the iiisulat,or and shell expand and contract in- 
dependently, and the gas-tight niediurn effecting their union must 
allow for this. 
Different maker5 have boh ed the problem in different wlays, 
and a iiuiriber of typiual designs are demribed and disoussed in 
Section ( 6 ) .  
(d) Immunity from Pre-Ignition and Unoxidisability of Elec- 
trodes suited t o  Engine Elequii ernents.-Pre-ignition troubles are 
avioided by LO designing tfhe electrodes and insulators that, in  
operation, they do not attain too high a temperature, and this 
point, together with the question of the form of the ebectrodes, is 
discussed in detail i n  Sections (4) and ( 5 ) .  
(e) Durability.-- Durability in service is principally guaranteed 
by the careful selection of inatGerilals, and by so designing the com- 
ponents that fragility, due to insufficient seotion or undue over- 
hang, is avoided. The problein of the unequal expansion of 
insulator and body is a very serious one, and all these points are 
dealt with at greater length in Sections (41, ( 5 )  and ( 6 ) .  
( f )  Suitable ' I  R d  ' I  and Length of B a r r e l . 4 h e  ideal spot at 
which the ignition of a charge should be started is, in certain 
cases, the centre of the combustion chamber, as this provides for 
the shortest possible travel of the explosive wave and helice effeots 
complete combustion in the most expeditious manner. The worst 
position for the plug electrodes from this standpoint is in a pocket, 
fornied, for example, by the valve cap. For good resulk the 
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business end of the plug must therefore protrude reasonably into 
the combustion chamber; in other words, th0 "reach" must be 
adequate but not excessive, or heat conduction will be impaired 
m d  pre-ignition result. 
At the present t h e  the depth oif the plug holm is by no means 
standardized, and this is another feature which necessitates special 
plugs for particular engines. Fhe length of the barrel must be 
amply sufficient to enable an ordinary spanner to be conveniently 
used, but occasionally, in special cases, considerations of overhead 
spaoe have a limiting bearing upon this matter. 
(g) Resistance to Rust or Corrosion."rhe resistance of the plug 
body to rust or corrosion is of some importance, as under th0 effeot 
of high temperatures the gland nuts m e  only too apt to become 
immovably attached to the shells, and, moreowr, the plug threads 
may become corroded to the engine with exasperating results in 
time of ignition trouble. One plug is provided with a brass body, 
and from the points of view of resistanoe to corrosion and of h w t  
dissipation this is to be commended. 
We havc thus briefly reviewed the various attributes of the 
perfect plug, and the conviction is borne in upon the author that 
some day engine design will be so standardized as to eliminate the 
necessity for such multifarious desigis. 
(4) ELECTRODES. 
The electrode:, provided on the various makes of plugs a m  
exceedingly diver,% in their form, and, indeed, there is no doubt 
that many are quite unnecessarily ~omplex. It is a significant 
fact that the vast  majority of successful plugs in use are fitted 
with electrodes of simple design, and it is only occccsiomally that 
the more elaborate vtarieties are met with in practice. 
In  the first place, the el'ectnodes must be constructed of a 
material which will not fuse or corrode, and pure nickel is the 
mctal which has been generally chosen as the most suitable. Even 
when nickel is used the ccws section of the electrodes mt n& 
be too small, or they will become incandescent, and thus cause pre- 
igniti(oi1 and eventually destructive oxidation. This was the cause 
of many of the early failures of the designs of plugs, a ~ )  the central 
stmn was often a thin wire. Modern practiw demands a substantial 
rod; one of the fundamental requirements of the sparking points 
is that they should be masive and not unduly isolated from the 
oooler surfaces, SO that the heat is rapidly oonducted away. This 
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is most necessary in the caae of two-stroke air-mobd engines. 
There is, of course, a limit to the Inam of the electrodes, for if they 
have too great a capacity for heat, they undoubtedly rob the spark 
of a portion of its heat energy-m eventuality which must be 
guarded against--md very a001 points are also liable to sooty 
CWRV P ti IIIOWING RKLATIdN BLTWEEN 8kAZKING UIMTANCES BETWEEN POIBTB AXD RYKEREB 
Ta5r MADE WITH TYPE %.E I MAGNETO 
5' 6 
rdm. BETWERN POINTS. 
FIG. 8. 
8 
wcumulatiuns Thin wires termiiiating in spheres represent bad 
design, because tlie spheres get very hot and the heat cannot escape 
readily emugh by way of the wire s k s .  
The electrode& shonld be designed to nialre the pas sag^ of tlie 
spark may, and from this standpoint sharp points would be chosen. 
'I" illiistratr this, Fiq. 8 g i v ~ ~  curves wliich show the roltages 
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required to leap corresponding gaps betweeu points and spheres. 
Yhe disposition of the electrdw with regard to adjaoeiit metal is 
not without effect upon the case of sparking, and the exitreme 
case is illustimed in tlic f amiliar three-point arrangement of elec- 
t d e ?  widely used i n  iiiagneto testing. I t  is ncll known thlat 
the addition of a third point, adjacent to  one of the active elec- 
trodes very considerably lowers the voltage required to muse a 
spark to leap the gap. 
To illustrate in a general way how the characteristier of a gap 
depend on the disposition of the electrodes, F ig  9 shows thc 
ELECTEODEB. 
A c 
I 
MAX. VOLTAQE. GAP. 
MY. MM. MY. 
5000 7 . 0  6 '2  4.0  
GO00 6.0 5.5 3.1 
4000 4.0 4.0 1.5  
5000 5.0 4,s 2.3 
A. Nickel Points and I n d a t e d  Bowl-shaped Aux. Electrode. 
B. Nickel Points and adjacent Insnleted Nickel Poht .  
C. Niokel Points. 
I h .  9. 
voltage required to leap various gaps between three special sets 
of nickel-pointed electrodles of dilferent forms. 
The practical objection to sharp points is, of course, that they 
burn away too readily, and thin particles of metal are apt to. 
become detached from tbe points under the action of the arc, and 
these particles may bridge tbe spark gap. The firing p d e  of 
the present day only takes a form such as that of a knife-ede.  
It is interesting to note that with a constant voltage aptppliect 
between elrectnodes of exactly the same form, tungstkn favours 
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ratllcr a ltonger arc: than iiickcl, and the former inet.al is also 
less ImLiceablj- oxitlised. 
li:sperinlenting 011 exploaiv'e niixtunw of inethane and coal gas 
witch air at low directand ,a.lternat,ing volhges, ThornLon has  show^ 
&hat iiick,el electrodes require ljess energetic sparks to ignite t,he 
gas than iron or copper electrodes. I t  may be, therefore, that 
ignition is atfecte'd by the natui$e of the inoandesc'ent matter passing 
between th'e ploles. 
Platinum electrodes are ocoasioiially used in plugs, atid an ex- 
aiiiple is i l lustratd in Fig. 10, Plate XXX1X. 111 t.liis plug the 
platinum contra1 electmde is ciiibedtled in t h o  porcelain iusulator, 
its tip coiiiiiig fiusli with the end of t,he insulator  con^. In this 
type of embedded electro,d8e it is essential t,liat tho poinl shoi~ld 
not ~)verlieat, a.s this would al~nost cerbainlx rcsult in t,lie fracture 
of tlic insulator. 
A iiiiinber of different plug eleotrucles a,xe illustrated in Fig. 11, 
Plate S X S I X . .  and Figs. 12 and 13, Plate XL., and these are fairly 
represent,ative of those met with in this country md in Anieriaa. 
Some engines operate best with one kind of plug ciectrodc, others 
nitli ailother kind, a i d  this largely uccount.s f o r  the iriaiiy different 
ile;igns. It is t,he niitlioia's view that generally a iiiult.ipuint plug 
is to be preferred to une uf the single point variety, as die gaps oQ 
t.lie former usually require less frequent adj ustinerit than h s e  of 
&he latter, and with a multipoint plug it does not ma,tt.tter if the 
active gap is momentarily rendeletl inipassablc on account of oil 
splashes, as the spark 1i:i.s alternatire firing gaps. 
T h e  Bosch plug, with its muoli discussed split central pin, is 
shown on the extreme right. of Fig-. 11. Thte principal advantage 
possessed by this plug is that the four iiisulatcd points, united' 
inside the b,ody, extend unbroLen right through the plug to  the 
,outer air, and thus lieat conduction is \\dl provided for. It is said 
that the split electr.od'es were liable to  vibrate off and drop into 
.the engine cylind'em, and incid)entally the plugs were not always 
gas-tight. A later pattern o f  Bosch plug mas fitted with a cylin- 
drical central electrode and two fan-lilw body electrodes. 
I n  vily engines it is a distinct advantage to arrange thte elec- 
trodes so that their firing points are above th,eir lowest points. 
By t.liis mea.ns any oil that may be deposited runs away froln tha  
points and drips off without adversely affecting the operation of 
the plug. rl'he electcotie, fastened at both ends, illustrated on 
t.lie 1,eft-hand side of F ig .  12, Plate XL., will not be t.\vist,ed or 
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broken in cleaning, and the third plug from the left on the same 
Big. possesses rod and ring electrodes-a type of gap to be recom- 
mended 'on account of uniform electrical characteristics under 
various conditions of wave form, etc. The gap on the extreme 
right of Fig. 12 is very well protected. Fig. 13 shows some 
further examples of electrode design, the plug illustrated on the 
extreme right of this figure being of American origin. 
Electrodes arranged w shown in Fig. 14 turn the "Horn- 
arrester " effect, wcll kn,omii to oloctrical engineers, to good account. 
HORN ARRESTER. 
Arc &ruck between Bends of Copper Horns travel* npwards, ia 
drawn out and breaks. 
Plu :. Point3 designed on this principle 
FIG. 14. 
The arc i5 struck between the point of the electrode and the side 
of the central electrode, and then rapidly travels up the electrodes, 
finally breaking as tho gap increwes. r h i s  movement of the spark 
is said to produce a scouring effect upon the electrodes, thus keeping 
them free from carbon deposits. 
rl'he generally acoepted spark gap for plugs is 0.3 mm., and this 
4 u i i l d  not be greatly excaeded, or undue strain will be put upon 
the magneto. O n  the other hand, the gap should not be much 
siiialler if freeclvni from short circuits is to  be gnamnteed. Ex- 
priment. has failed to  reveal any appreciable difference in the 
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power developed by an engine on varying the plug gaps over a 
a ide  range. 
The variation of the elect r i d  conductivity of electrodes with 
teniperature is a point often referred to, but since the availabla 
voltage is anything up to 10,000, the variation of the iesistance of 
the electnodes is negligible. 
SuInniing up, the queitioii of electrodes resolves itself broadly 
into : -- 
(a) The provision of poleh substaiitial enough to be inechani- 
cally lobust and to avoid overheating. 
(b) Who metal should generally be piactically pure nickel. 
(c) Tlic fmni uf tlie electrodes should be simple and such 1a8 
to make the passage of the spark across a 0.5 inm gap as easy 
aid certain as possible. 
(d) The shape should preferably allow oil to drip harmlessly 
away 
( 5 )  INSULATORS. 
The ieinarkable beverity of the conditions imposed upon spaik- 
ing plug insulatorb accounts for the fact that, broadly speaking, 
there are only three different materialh in general use at  the present 
time. Whey are porcelain, steatite, and mica, and all are closely 
allied in chemical composition. 
The author will consider this phase of the subject from three 
qtandpoiiits: (a) The composition land properties of the insulator; 
(b j  The form of the iiisulator; (c) Possible future insulators. 
(a) The Composition and Properties of the Insulator. 
F'orceZain.-The art of makiiig porcelain is one of the most 
ancient in existence. and it may be said that the di5culty of rnanu- 
factuie is unity of two earthy substaiices, one fusible and the other 
infusible, at a given temperature Thus, on making an intimate 
mixture of the earths in question and firing the mass, an imper- 
vioua translucent product is obtained. 
The infusible earth is kaoliu (hydrated aluminium silicate), and 
the flux, or fusible portion, is usually felspar (a  trisilicate of 
aluminium). Small proportions of flint and magnesium silicate 
are wmnetimes added. The kilned product is mated with glaze, 
solinetimes by dipping into water in which a very finely pulverised 
glaze is in suspensim, and drying and firing at a higher tempera- 
ture  than before. The insulators me allowed to cool very slowly, 
and it is this cooling which very largely determinas the brittleness 
of the product. 
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Tho glme may be conipoxd oi bordx, lead, flint aid China- 
clay, or of quartz, kaolin, lime and porcelain I t  forms 3. kind 
of glam by it8 fusion, and envelopes the insultator, eliminating all 
d ianw of porosity and ensuring ease of oleaning. 
The permanence of the glaze at high temperatures is of the 
utmost iniportmioe, as should it be destroyed the insulator will 
suffer severely. 
Some of the beqt quality poroo1,ain insulators for plug.; have 
hitherto been ninuufacturrd in France, as clays particularly suited 
for the purpose are fourid t h r e  
Porrelain has  a very high electrical strength, it is perfectly 
weather-prool, is gas-tight, and its smooth surface favours clean- 
liness in  service. 
Mechanically i t  is, of oourye, somewhat brittle, and unlebs the 
deiigii of the plug is most carefully thought out and the work- 
manihip ia  of a sufficieiitly high order, there is always a liability 
to fracture on account o f  unequal expansion. If these details 
are aucoessfully attended to, however, aud i f  the right porcclain is 
used, theie is no great cimiger of disintegration at the highest tein- 
peraturez met with. Plw insuidtotor is found to be inert, and under 
ordinary conditions it consistently retains its electriaal propertiee 
and gh-tightuess. 
Mica is rather la better dielectric than porcelain, and porcelain 
is better than steatite, but all are equal to mecting ordinary plug 
dielectric requirements, if properly selected 
The dielectric resistanw of all these insulators diminishes with 
rising temperature, and this is a matter for very serious considera- 
titon, particularly in conjunction with the high temperatures met 
with in the latest aeroplane engines The resistance of the best 
insulators may be relied upon at all temperatures up to about 
350" c.* 
Steatite.-Steatite is a natural product, being a mineral widely 
distiibuted in nature and closely allied to soapstone or tala It 
is a tetrasilicate of magnesium (hIg, Si, OIJ, it  may be readily 
machined in its natural state, and when turned up to  shape may 
be hardened by heating without any distortion occurring. 
A Interesting references to tliia phuse of t e subject may be found in an 
article by Mr. Stephenaou, and a letter from the Lodge Sparking Company, 
Limited, which appeared in the issues of the " Motor Cycle," dated October the 
18th and November the let, 1917, respectively. 
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It ha5 lorig beon used % an electrical insulator for opelation at 
hifill teiiiperaturcb in such dpvioes as arc larilp and radiator., but 
thc particular defect which ha5 to be overconic in its applicat1o:l to 
plug manufacture is its porosity Unfortunately, prior to the lsar, 
the production of steatite plug insulators w ~ t s  largely monopo l id  
bs the Gernians, and the problein of suitably glazing thc. iri:llerial, 
which i< naturally more porous than porcelain, was left in their 
l1ancls 
‘ recon- 
structcd” steatite, and thii  is made by moulding up the crushed 
mineral inixecl with wine siiituble firr-proof cenit~iit, which func- 
t iom LIO il binder 
I t  1- wid that the glaze rnet with on sieatite plug irisulatois is 
l i dd r  to  fiis~ and Iun ,  and so gi \c  i i h ~  to lm-osity, but this Iiins 
not Loeii tho authoi’h crperiencc, a5 hv 11.1s found strati to to be 
equal to porcelain, and, inorcovw, it is apparently tougher inechxni- 
aaUy. Steatite, like porcelain, withstands considerable quantities 
of oil and sooty depoiits without causing misfiling, aiid it resists 
fracture under varying Letnperatiire conditionq to about the same 
P \ tent ac poi.cel:tin 
xuiiierals it 15 perhapus the iimst interesting on amount of its extra- 
oidinary chemical, electrical, optical, and inechanical peculiarities 
There are many varieties of mica, but all arc, from a chemical 
standpoint, silicates of alumina and alkalis, and sometime6 iron 
oxide and magnesia occur in combination 
Mica is exceedingly widely distributed, but Localities in wliicli 
depiotsiis occur in sheek large enough to be of value to commwce tire 
liniited in iiunibei Most of the mica conies from India, America 
and C a r i ~ l a ,  and the variety known as ruby mica is commonly used 
in the ooiistiuctioii of plug insulators ‘Care must be Pxercised 
when selecting mica that it is as free as possible from impurities, 
such a& c h y  or iron oxide 
The lamiiiar structure of iiiicxa is very well known, and the conse- 
quent lack of lateral cohesion is one of its outstanding c h r a c -  
teristics The minerd  cannot be usefully fused, moulded or 
brought into solution, and thereforc insulators must be built up  
of laminae, held rigidly together by some clamping arrangement. 
Mica is not in any way acted upon by the combustion gases, 
it  is quite unaffected by ordinary changes of temperature, and will 
nvt crack in service, as even the very best porcelain or steatite 
The most intoresting vaiiety of steatite is known its  
. I f i ta  -hlic:l, llliC tlte 15 1 1  Iiatilr:hl I)JOdlIct, dlld of all 
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insul&ois are liable to do. Under the action o f  very high tempera- 
ture (450' C.) mica blisters and tends to disintegrate along its 
planes of cleavage, but this deterioration is reduoed to a minimum! 
in plug insulators as the miaterial is under very con.siderable pres- 
sure. 
A properly constructed mica insulator is not at  all fragile, but 
it requires more frequent and careful cleaning than porcelain or 
stmtite The lagers me, pf course, separated by infinitely thin 
strata of air, and the insulator therefore offers no greater electrical 
resistance parallel t o  its lamins than an air gap. It is of vital 
importance that the pressure on the laminations should be sufficient 
to keep them close enough together to absolutely exclude oil or dirt, 
which would speedily carbonize and form a leakage path for the 
spark. 
Mica is a very poor conductor of heat, and consequently in 
designing mica insulated plugs, special attention has to be devoted 
to the cooling of the electrodes. 
(b) The Form of the Insulator.-The form of plug insulators is 
of ILS much importanae rn the material of which they are con- 
structed, as however perfect the barrier may be in its dielectric 
nature, the plug will be useless if the leakage surfaces are nol 
properly arranged, and the insulator will be unduly fragile if par- 
ticular care is not exercised to obviate this defect. I n  designing 
insulatms of poroelaiii and steatite, not only must the adequacy 
of the sections be ensured, but it is also imperative, if freedom 
fnoni cracking is to be obtained, that the design should be sym- 
metrical. This point is well illustrated by the two-pole plug in- 
sulator shown in Fig. 15. Here, by using concentric electrodes, 
th r makers have woided the more usual unsymmetrical arrange- 
ment of two parallel electrodes. 
The function of the insulator is t o  isolate land support the central 
electrode. A sufficient length of insulator must protrude upwards 
above the top of the shell to  safely insulate the plug terminal, and 
111,. lower end must eiimre that the spark occurs only at the elec- 
tiode points. The middle portion or shoulder provides the means 
of clamping the insulator. 
Po long as the upper end of the insulator extends beyond the 
top of the shell by a sufficient amount to  prevent surface leakage, 
and it8 proportions guarantee mechanical strength, there is no 
special difficulty in design. 
IThe length of the insulator clamped between the shell members 
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must be kept a.3 short as possible, consistent with mechanical con- 
siderations, so as to reduce to a minimum the diff erenoe in the lineal 
expansions of insulator and shell. This portion of the insulator 
receives pore  detailed attentioil in Section 6. 
Fhe lower end of the insulator which protects the firing point 
of the central electrode requires very ureful consideration, as this ir 
one of the most vital parts of the plug. A long insulation or 
leakage surface must be provided, bnt a t  the same time the 
petticoat. must not he 50 exposed as to become incandescent and pro- 
duce pre-ignition. Fig.  27 sho.r\s a plug, the insulator of which is 
well protected. 
In  piractice the lower end of the insulator urually forms either a 
petticoat or cone :wouiid the ccntral .~lectrode, and the thrmded 
portion of the plug, sometimes overhanging inwards soniewhat at 
its extremity, shields the porcelain from too intimate contact with 
the explosion flame. 
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A p l r q  in wliirli thr cone or petticoat ir too short nil1 be liable 
to 4 o r t  circuit, and one with extended but unprotcwed iiiqulation 
u ill  r a w c  pr(>-ignition. and probably quickly fracture in scrvice. 
1'111 1)lug inust, as mentioned above, posreis ainple insu- 
latioil s u i f m t  wliicli must operate at  such a temperntore that sooty 
r l q ) o 4 1 ~  i i i  (' ,jusl burnt off without danger of produciiiy pr.o- 
igiiitioii 
Soiricl plugs have been fitted with conical tubes at their mouths 
wit11 the object of causing any engine depo-it to o o c w  on the insldi. 
of tlir ininlator petticoat. and so kepp thc outer wrfacr clcan 
Porcelain or rteatitc iiisulators, though chieflr of tlie iinglc t? pe, 
a1 e rifteii iiict I\-ith i i i  iuultiplr fomi. 
A ~ v ~ ~ l l - l ~ n o ~ ~  I I  ni lce of plug i y  provided with a porci.lain i i i ru-  
l a t o i '  diritlcd into thwc sectioii\ By this nieans the tenipcr,iturc 
rliffci  ( w c c ~  l)c.t\t crii tlic ends of the porcelain are mininiiwcl, 
nltlioiigh I ! I C  cwnsti*uctiou of the plug is necessarily wniealiat ( i )ui-  
plieatcd il wetion of n. portion of this ingenioiir plug is shown 
in F i g  20. From vhicli the principle of thr construction can br 
u c ~ n  Tlic. iiisrila(ioii of tlii, plug i s  as4urcil by l in ing  t h i x  insid(> 
of i l i ~  Imlj nit11 i i i i r L ~  sheet5 
Tile multi-porcelain plug can be dismantled, but, naturally, it  
caiinot be re-assembled with the same ease 5w the single porcelain 
type It appeals to the antlior 2s representing a successful cffort 
to minimise the effects of unequal expanuion 
Turning now to the form of mica insul,a~t~ons, i t  is dear that 
the material is subject to certain limitations which necessitate the 
mil of plug bodies of suitable design Tlic ceiitrd clectrodc inust 
be \vra,app~tl mitli extrcmelg thin sheets of well-rhorei; mica (from 
0'0003 in to 0.001 in. thick. depeiitling on the electrode diameter), 
otheiwise the micia will bc damtaged in the proaoss of wrapping, 
with resiiltaiit loss of insuiating valuc. The mapping is held in 
position by mica mmhcrs which are threaded over the stem and 
insulatioii, and these washers are securely clamped together. As 
mentioned above, they have a purely mechmical funotion, and must 
not be relied upon to insulate thee electrde.  Whey serve to secure 
the wrapped insulation about the electrode, to  locate the electrode, 
and to provide the gas-tight joint between insulator and shell 
F o r  this last purpose the mineral is admirably suited, a9 i t  is able 
to withstand almost unlimited pressure at right angles to its 
laniin,u It is emeiitial that the shell seatings should be cai-efully 
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machined rco as to provide properly smooth and flat faoes to evenly 
distribute the pressure over the surface of the mica. 
Some of the best mica plugs aye provided with a means of secur- 
ing the gland nut, which ii otheiwise liable to work loose in opera- 
tion and thus affect the ga5 tightness. 
There ii one other point about  mica, namely, that should a 
flake or tno beconie detached and fall within the cylinder it will 
do no damage to the walls: or piston 
(c) Possible Putwe Insulators -The author cannot dismiss the 
riihicct of insulation without refcienoe to the possibilitiw of quartz 
FIG. 16. FIG. 17 
or silica tts a plug insulator. Quartz imulated plugs are not alto- 
gether unknown, but they are by no means common. From the 
point of view of complete indiff erenoe ~LJ extreme changes of tem- 
perature quartz is ideal, and as an electric insulat,os it is quite 
satisfactory, maintaining its strength as a dielectric with increase 
of temperature. The main difficulty is, that it cannot at the 
moment be veiy readily worked and produced to accurate dimen- 
sions. The art of working silica has made very rapid strides in 
recent years, and it is not too mu& to hope that before long this 
product will be available for plug insulators. 
WARKRN. M M  
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6)  THE PROBLEM OF GAS TIGHTNESS. 
This is ,z problem in the solution of which the plug manufacturer 
has displayed tlie utmost ingenuity, and the variety of methods 
adopted is very great. Whe expansion w-efficient of the insulator 
is considerably less than that of the metal shell, and consequently 
under 3 urying temperature the two expand and contract indepen- 
dently. Not only has the sealing to remain perfect under these 
conditions, but also in 110 circumstances inust the insulator be 
clainpsd 50 tightly or rigidly as to result in fracture. 
Big. I(i illustrates the metbold of sealing adopted in it certain 
singlt. pcuwlaii1 plug, and it mill be seen that tlie body of the porce- 
FIG. 18. FIQ. 19. 
lain is gripped above aid below by the metal shell, the toy of 
R hich has bccn pressed over after the insulator has been inser t4  
Tho two gaqlrets interposed betwcen thc inctitl and thc porcelain 
at the top and bottom respectivcly arc relied upon to inakc gas- 
tight jhoints It is claimed for this plug that the maiiufacturing 
pmess is such that the pressure is very evenly distributd The 
wntral electrode (not shown) is cemented in position. 
1 7  ,L hiriiilar plug is illustmkd, but in this instance the 
central electrrde is sorewed and cemented in position in the porcs- 
bin.  
Fig 18 indicates the coiistivction of a plug in which the pressure 
on the insulator is o'btained. by screwing in the g lad  nut at the 
111 Fig 
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top of the shell. By this m e a m  the poroelain is pressed down upon 
the g d c e t  ring shown between the bottom of tthe ridge of the 
FIU. 20. P I G .  21. 
insulahr and the shell. This plug, in common with others of 
similar pattern, pmesses the advantage that it may be readily 
dismantled for cleaning. 
F I G .  2 2 .  PIC+. 25. 
Fig. 19 shorn a somewhat s i m h  arrangement, but in tbia 
cam ~ W O  gaskets axe provided. 
M a d 2  
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Fig. 20 illustratw EL very plopuliax multiple porcelain plug. The 
three sepaxate in,suliatms make gasket joints at  three points, aa 
shown, and the central electrode is similady sealed at the top 
and bottom 
Another familiar plug is shown in Fig. 21, where it will be 
seen that the single steatite or porcelain insulator is united to  rhe 
metal shell and central electnode by means of a special enamel. 
A large gas engine plug is shown in Fig.  22;  here the cent& 
insulator is made up of inicla washers clamped rigidly together on 
the central electrode which is of mild steel with a nickel tip, and 
previously wrapped round wi th  sheet mica A gland nut clamps 
I 
F I ~ .  24. FIO. 25. 
the complete insulator do- upon the ledge provided in the cavity 
of the body, much in the same way ae is usual with poroelaia 
insulators, only the elasticity of the mica is such that the gasket 
may be dispensed with. 
The main core rof 
the oentral insulator is built up of mica washers and provided with 
square shoulders which are clamped between gaskets in the manner 
sholwn. A baffle pliate (not shown) is provided near the lower end 
of the plug which prevents undue splashing of oil upon the mioa. 
The oentral electrode is wrapped with sheet mioa, and the sealing 
of the joint is ensured by the clamping action secured by the nut 
on the upper end. 
Anmother mica plug is shown in Fig. 23. 
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A third mica insulated plug is iidiolated in Fig. 24, from which 
it will be seen that the mica wrapping is rather differently 
arranged. The  n h a  wmhers which occupy the lower cavity of 
the bhell are rigidly compressed by the downward pressure of the 
nut at the top, aud the copper centml electrode is so shaped that 
when diawn up*ard\ by tho tension of the nut new its upper ex- 
troniity it makes a particularly good conical joint with the mim 
washeis constituting the body of the insulator 
A novel plug is illustrated in Fig. 25, which shows that the 
usual custom of clamping the porcelain between portions of the 
shell has been reversed. It will be observed that there me two 
Fur. 26.  
I 
FIQ. 27 
insulators, it central porcelain and a sleeve. The shell is clamped 
between these two insulators by means of the stout central elec- 
tmde which ii threaded to acoominodate a clamping nut at the top. 
An all-metal packing is illustrated in Fig. 26,  from which it will 
be seen that a inetal packing collar is forced over each of the obtuse 
mneb formed by accurately grinding the shoulder of the poroelain, 
and the flaiigcs of the collars coming together form a rigid shoulder, 
which is aeciwely gripped by the plug M y  It is claimed that 
the expansion co-efficient of the metal used is the same &s that 
of the porcelain, and this, together with the advantage of the 
ground joint, is said to eliminate dl oompres&on leakage. 
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The illustrations selelected by no means exhaust the available 
examples, but they are typical of the rest, and serve to indicate the 
manner in which gs~s tightness is aimed at in practice, and inci-. 
dentally the reniarkable ingenuity displayed by the plug designers 
is emphasized. 
Reviewing the various typm it may be said that the varieties 
which canniot be dismantled bave the advantage that the manu- 
facturers' pressure and skill of assembly are life-long assets to 
the well-being of the plug, but, of course, the cleaning of thme 
insulator is not an easy matter. On the other hand, in gaining 
earn ,of cleaning t,he type which may be dismantled usually re- 
quires intelligent and careful re-assembly in order that long life 
and efficiency may be ensured. Considering d l  things, it seems 
that a single gasket is hardly preferable to two or even thrw, 
but there must of course be a limit to the number of gask'ets in 
order that undue cushioning and resultant lack of rigidity may be 
As previously stated, the different rates of expansion of tho body 
and insulator make it advisable to keep the length of insulator 
clamped between the gaskets as small as powsible, but this length 
must m t  be unduly small, or else the insulator Will too swilY\ 
fracture rn a result of a lateral blow on account of the large 
leverage 
In  the permanently assembled class, the typo in which the in- 
sulator and metal parts are united by enamel makes its appeal on 
the gilounds of mechanical simplicity, and experience with plugs of 
this pattern has pnoved the construction to be sound and efficient. 
In  the mica class i t  is n,oteworthy that it is not only neoessary 
to make gas-tight joints between the insulator and the shell, but 
the structure of the insulator itself must also be such that pi-es- 
sure renders it impervious to gas under all conditions 
The author believes that the problem of avoiding compression 
leakage is the mtost difficult one which has to be faced by the plug 
manufacturers. Great as have been their efforts in the past to 
&eve this end, m d  bearing in mind the excellence of the per- 
fomanoe of plugs of certain well-known makes, it may yet be 
said that this problem remains a real di5culty. Present day 
engine pressures and temperatures oall for continued effort on the 
part of the plug makers just as much as they reflect. credit upon 
the designers of those plugs which are giving good service in this 
raslpect. 
avoiaed. 
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(7 )  SPECIAL PLUGS. 
The foregoing has been principally devoted to  mlatters relating 
tr, sparking plugs of ordinary design, such as are commonly met 
with in every da.y use, but in the present Bwtiion, attention is 
directed to  one or two plugs which, for certain reasons, may be 
%arded as extraordinary. 
Special plugs have already been mentioned incidentally in the 
preceding pages, and there is n o  lack of further examples, as in- 
ventive genius has produoed an abundance of patents covering 
the manufacture of plugs, embracing outstanding peculiarities. 
Fig. 28 shlows a plug, in which the insulator has been reinforced 
by means of a metal core provided with arms extending in a radial 
manner. It is suggested that tho strengthening core should be eni- 
P I G .  28. F I G  : ; ( I  Frcr. 31 
bedded in steatite or porcelain, but the practicability of this propo- 
sition semis to be rather reaote. 
Fig. 29. Plate X U . ,  shows a plug ~ i i  \+hicli a g q  arranged in 
;.cries with the firing gap indicates to the observer whether the plug 
is operating u r  not. I t  is of interest to note, in connection with this 
plug, that, although the prcsenco of the spark in the observation 
gap indicates that high tension current is being supplied to  the 
plug, it does not convey any information as to whether the firing 
gap is short circuited or operating normally. 
I n  Fig. 30 a plug is illustrated in which the central electrde is 
luollow. Arrangement is made for a part of the explosive charge 
to be drawn from the induction pipe into the cylinder, vi6 the 
oentral electrode of t3he plug, and there is no doubt that the gas 
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rushing inwards would tend to cleanse tlie earthed electrode The 
device operates something like an old lautoniatic inlet ralve. 
I n  the case 
of a four-cylinder engine the side tubes of the four plugs are con- 
nected in a distributor tapped into the induotion pipe, and by this 
means slome of the chayge is drawn into the cylinders by way of 
these tubes on each induction dxoke. From the point of view of 
certainty of ignition tlie introduction of the charge in this manner 
is a good fcatiiie. and, undoubtedly, there must be quite an appre- 
ciable scouiiiig effect upou the central electrode of the plug It 
will be noticed that a ball vnhe  is fitted to  each pl~ig.  
Anlother self-cleaning plug is shown in F ig .  31.  
I 
Fm. 32. F l G .  33. 
An air-oooled sparking plug is shown iii F ig  32,  from which 
it will be seen that thr shell is provided with radiating fins, and in 
dditi,oii a tubular ceutral electrode of largo diameter is ntilised. 
Phe plug is screwed in s>o that one of the coiiical openings in the 
upper cnd of the hollow olectpode faces in the direction of motion, 
and thus a certain amount of air is induced to pasa down on one 
side ,of the central baffle and up the other side. This is st very 
ingenijous attempt to cool the plug, and it may be that if engine 
conditions get very much more severe, sonic such arrangement 
as tdhis will eventually bave to be adopted. 
Another air-cooled plug is illustrated in F ig  33. I n  thia 
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instance the central electrode operates it9 a ralve .and is displaced 
downwards as a rosult of the vacuum produced in the cylinder on 
each induction stroke, and thus cool air rushes through the &r 
holeis in the upper part of the sides of the plug, and sweeping past. 
tlic qtrni of the contra1 clectrode, preients it from attaining too 
high a temperature 
I n  this oase 
the inechanisni is hand operated, and it is said that the plug was 
first prlodnced as a means of de-carbonising two-stroke engine 
plug points in operation. Whilst ooasting down hill the points 
may be cooled and the gop cleared by permitting the engine to 
Yet anothei- air-cooled plug is showi~ in Fig.  34. 
FIQ. 34.  1~’Ici. 35.  
iun with the throttle closed, aud opening the valve at tlie side 
of the plug body 
A self-cleaning plug is shown In Fig 35 ,  which illustrates thc 
use of a loosc star-shaped disc which is free to revolve at the lower 
end ,of the central stem. Whilst the engine is operating this 
disc will undoubtedly be in a state of continuous motion, and there 
seems very little chance of sooting. up occurring under these 
condi ti o m  
One o t h i  plug 1s illustrated, not pmticularly on account of any 
peculiarit ics in design, but more because of special attachments. 
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Fig. 36, Plate.XLI., illustrates a well-known American plug in  
which a moulded composition protector has been screwed to the 
plug bushing in order to  perfect the high tension connection. 
A useful suggestion for protecting plug points from excessive 
oiling is shown in Fig. 37, Plate XLII. 
A recent patent discloses a plug design which incorporates a 
priming cup through which, on depressing the electrode against 
the action of a spring, the fuel passea to the interior of the plug. 
Another invention relates to  a plug in which the insulation 
is provided by coating the interior aiid a portion of the exterior of 
the hollow shell with vitreous enamel. This is an interesting 
departure, because, i f  the elllamel does not chip off in practice the 
idea ,of a plug without a separate insulator is rather alluring. 
@he examples which have been mentioned are sufficient to illus- 
trate the genius which hm been displayed in the devising of means 
of overcoming the inherent defects associated with plug design, and 
the persevering tenacity with which the production of the perfect 
plug has been aimed at .  
The question of the design of plug terminals and connectors has 
n,ot been entered into, as it is one which presents no particdm 
points of dificulty or interest, and may be dismissed with a mere 
reference t,o an interesting heat radiating terminal which wm pro- 
vided with fin3 recently put forward. 
(8) PROBLEMS STILL REQUIRING ATTXNTION. 
The study of sparking plugs of the p a t ,  present and futune, 
leads to the realization of the existenoe of problem>s yet to 1ye 
wolvsd and difficdtim still encountered. Engine makers tell u1s 
that the perfect plug has yet to be produced, but this is not bemuse 
there has been any lack of concentration or any dearth of enthu- 
siasm amongst the plug producers, but rather on account of the 
many dificulties which have tlo be overcome. 
As ha? already been pointed out, the outstanding difficulties are 
(1) to ensure gas tightness, (2) to procure insulators immune from 
electrical and mechanical failure under varying teniperature, and 
(3) to prevent fusion of the electrodes. There is no doubt that 
the present national emergency has done much to hasten the 
attainment of many engineering ideals, and the plug industry 
has by n,o means occupied a back place in this respect. It remains 
now for the plug designers, assisted by the advancing knowledge 
of the production of insulators and the co-operation of the engine 
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builders, to render more uniform that success which aheady crowm 
the efforts of some of them. 
In conclusion, the author wishes to aoknowledge his indebted- 
ness to Mr. A. P. Young, A.M.I.E.E., A.I.A.E., for mu& valu- 
able assistance, and the permission to make free use of one of his 
unpublished articles entitled “ Fhe Prmss of Ignition.” The 
author also thanks Mr. H. P. Wiggins, A.M.I.E.E., for in- 
formation regarding mica,, and findly, gratefully acknowledges 
the aourtesy of the British Phomson-Houston Company in per- 
mitting the publication of certain results arrived at in their 
experimental labratoriea. 
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SPARKING PLUGS Plate XXXlX 
FIa. 10. 
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SPARKING PLUGS 
P I G .  12. 
Plate XL 
FIG. 13. 
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SPARKING P L U G S  
FIQ. 29. 
Plate X L I  
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SPARKING P L U G S  Plate XLII 
FIU. 37. 
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